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Abstract—Pandemics like COVID-19 often cause dramatic
losses of human lives and societal impacts, urging efficient and
effective contact tracing, especially in indoor venues where the
risk of infection is higher. In this work, we formulate a novel
query called Indoor Contact Query (ICQ) over raw, uncertain
indoor positioning data that digitalizes people’s indoor mobility.
Given a query object o, e.g., a virus-carrying person, an ICQ
analyzes uncertain indoor positioning data to find objects that
most likely had close contact with o for a long period of time.
To process ICQ, we propose a set of techniques. First, we design
an enhanced indoor graph model to organize different types of
data necessary for ICQ. Second, for indoor moving objects, we
devise methods to determine uncertain regions and to derive
positioning samples missing in the raw data. Third, we propose
a query processing framework with a close contact determination
method, a search algorithm, and multiple acceleration strategies.
We conduct extensive experiments on synthetic and real datasets,
which verify the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposals.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last 20 years, many pandemics broke out all over
the world. For example, the COVID-19 pandemic caused
more than 772 million infections, including over 6 million
deaths [1]. To contain the spread of an epidemic, several
measures have been practised, e.g., wearing masks, keeping
social distance, and vaccination. It is also of high importance
to conduct efficient and effective contact tracing, i.e., finding
people who had close contact with an infected one.

In this work, we forumlate the Indoor Contact Query (ICQ)
over indoor positioning data that digitalizes peoples’ indoor
mobility. Given a query object o, e.g., a person infected with
coronavirus, an ICQ analyzes historical indoor positioning
data to find those objects (other people) that most likely had
close contact with o for a sufficiently long period of time.
Processing ICQ faces significant technical difficulties. First,
low-quality raw indoor positioning data makes it difficult to
accurately determine uncertainty regions. Second, the complex
indoor environment makes it difficult to model and process
indoor data. Third, constraints in ICQ, such as distance and
contact duration, render complex query processing.

Existing solutions fall short in solving ICQ. Proximity-
based contact tracing [2], [3] do not consider spatial informa-
tion and thus fail to customize close contact criteria. Location-
based contact tracing methods [4], [5] focus on outdoor spaces
and neglect indoor topology. Studies using indoor positioning

data [6]–[9] ignore uncertainty of positioning data [6], fail to
analyze the relationship between moving objects [7], [8], or
focus on a different, online warning problem [9].

The main contribution of this paper is summarized as
follows. (1) We formulate the Indoor Contact Query (ICQ)
for contact tracing over historical uncertain indoor positioning
data. (2) To adapt to the complex indoor environment and the
low quality indoor positioning data, we build technical foun-
dations of ICQ, including an enhanced indoor graph model,
the determination of indoor uncertainty regions for moving
objects, and the generation of derived samples from uncertain
positioning data. (3) We propose an ICQ processing frame-
work, together with a close contact determination method, a
search algorithm, and multiple acceleration strategies. (4) We
conduct extensive experiments which verify the efficiency and
effectiveness of our proposals.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In a typical setting, an indoor positioning system aperiod-
ically reports an indoor moving object o’s positioning record
as ψ = (l, t, et), indicating o was found at location l at time
t and the result expiring at a later time et. A location l is
captured as (x, y, f), meaning a point (x, y) on a floor f .
Each object o’s raw trajectory Ψo is a time-ordered sequence
of its positioning records. In Ψo, two consecutive positioning
records ψi = (li, ti, eti) and ψi+1 = (li+1, ti+1, eti+1) satisfy
that eti < ti+1. Thus, Ψo most often do not fully disclose
the object whereabouts during Ψo’s lifespan. To enable the
comparison of two objects’ trajectories throughout a common
part of their lifespans, we generate the sampled trajectory Ψs

o

of each object, where all objects’ location samples are aligned
in the time dimension. The details can be found in [10]. Ψs

o

is a time-ordered sequence of the sample sets at all sampling
times, formally Ψs

o = ⟨(S1, t
s
1), . . . , (SW , tsW )⟩, where Sw is

a set of samples si = (li, ρi) and tsw is the sampling time.
Each sampled location li is associated with a probability ρi.

Definition 1 (Contact Distance). The contact distance between
two indoor locations li and lj is computed as

dist(li, lj) =

{
||li, lj ||E , if li and lj fall in the same partition;
∞, otherwise.

(1)

where ||·, ·||E computes the Euclidean distance.
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Fig. 1: The solution framework for indoor contact query
Here, a partition refers to a basic topological unit of the

indoor space, e.g., rooms or staircases. Two objects are not
considered contact if they are in different partitions1.

Definition 2 (Contact Probability). Given a distance threshold
δ and two indoor objects oi and oj , we obtain their sample
sets at time tsw as Si,w and Sj,w. The contact probability

P(oi, oj , t
s
w) =

∑
(si,ρi)∈Si,w,(sj ,ρj)∈Sj,w

c(li, lj)ρiρj , (2)

where c(li, lj) is 1 if the dist(li, lj) ≤ δ and 0 otherwise.

We say two objects are instant contact with each other at
time t if their contact probability is higher than a specified
threshold η. Our research problem is formulated as follows.
Problem (Indoor Contact Query, ICQ). Given a query object
o, a time interval T , a distance constraint δ, a contact
probability threshold η, and a contact number k, an indoor
contact query ICQ(o, T, δ, η, k) returns all moving objects
having instant contacts with o for at least k consecutive
sampling times within T .

III. SOLUTION FRAMEWORK

Fig. 1 shows our solution for ICQ. The bottom layer lays the
technical foundations of ICQ processing, where an enhanced
graph model is constructed to accommodate the indoor space
data, indoor moving objects, and sampled trajectories for
relevant computations. On top of the enhanced graph model,
ICQ first finds a moving object’s uncertainty region, i.e., the
object’s possible locations at a sampling time. Based on that,
ICQ derives samples that are to be maintained in the enhanced
graph model for subsequent use.

To process a query instance ICQ(o, T, δ, η, k), an overall
framework is proposed as ICQ Processing. It finds all objects
in close contact with the query object o by calling the
constrained search C-Search, which employs a set of strategies
for acceleration. Then, C-Search calls C-InstantContact to
determine the instant close contact and further help set the
start timestamp. C-Search also calls IsCloseContact for close
contact determination when processing a candidate object.
The IsCloseContact calls C-InstanceContact to compute the
contact probability at an instant timestamp.

1Our method can be easily adapted to cover the case that consider objects
located near a door but in separate partitions as in contact.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Baselines. As no existing methods can solve the indoor
contact query, we design three baselines. S-ICQ sequentially
processes each sampling time and computes the concrete
contact probabilities. E-ICQ finds the uncertainty region at
each unseen sampling timestamp based on Euclidean distance.
R-ICQ searches for close contact objects over raw trajectories.
Datasets. We use both real and synthetic datasets. For syn-
thetic datasets, we generate a 5-floor indoor space that is of
1,368 × 1,368 m2 with 141 partitions and 216 doors on each
floor. We simulate raw trajectories of moving objects in the
indoor space for 24 hours. More details can be found in [10].

Fig. 2 shows the results of varying |T |. We omit S-ICQ in
the effectiveness studies as S-ICQ and C-ICQ return the same
results. For all four measures, C-ICQ performs best.
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Fig. 2: Effect of |T |
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